
Episode 29 
 
 
“Everyone is looking for you!”  
Jesus replied, “Let us go somewhere else—to the nearby villages—so that I can 
preach there also. That is why I have come.” So he travelled throughout Galilee, 
preaching in their synagogues and driving out demons. 
A man with leprosy came to him and begged him on his knees, “If you are willing, 
you can make me clean.” Filled with compassion, Jesus reached out his hand and 
touched the man. “I am willing,” he said. “Be clean!” Immediately the leprosy left 
him and he was cured. 

- Mark 1:37-42 
 
The gospel of Mark is an action packed, non-stop highlights reel of Jesus’ life. In 
just this first chapter we have John the Baptist preparing the way, Jesus’ baptism 
& temptation, the proclamation of the Gospel of God, The Kingdom of God, leading 
to Jesus calling disciples, exorcising demons, healing many, preaching in their 
synagogues and cleansing the unclean.  
 
Powerful preaching and miraculous healings in the midst of a people longing for 
transformation in their lives was bound to cause a stir, but despite the growth in 
His popularity, Jesus seems to be ready to do the unexpected. In between the 
action packed nature we can see Jesus had a clear vision of His purpose. 
 
Everyone is looking for you…let’s go somewhere else, so that I can preach. That is 
why I have come. Jesus came not just to be the solution that everyone was looking 
for, He came to show us the nature of the Father.  
 
In the hustle and bustle of starting a new ministry, which was starting to gain 
momentum, Jesus was stopped by a man with leprosy. If you are familiar with 
leprosy in the Bible, this would have meant you are unclean, looked down on by 
everyone, excluded from society. You were forced to self-isolate not just for 14 
days, but for a lifetime, barring a miracle there was no coming back.  
 
This man asks the question that many of us ask in times of struggle, “I know that 
you are able, but are you willing?” The tension at the moment is that we see the 
hurt and pain caused by sickness all around us leaving us with the same question. 
 
The only answer we have is this, that even in the midst of calling, preaching, 
healing and bringing freedom, Jesus is still filled with compassion to bring 
cleansing into your life. Whatever your challenge, whatever your question, take it 
to our compassionate King. 



Episode 30 
 
 
Norms, rituals, practices, habits…from taxis to taxes, corruption to competition, all 
around us there are rules we are expected to follow and that we expect others to 
follow. These could be family rules, about dishes, to sport rules, explaining who’s 
offside, to more religious rules like when you are allowed to eat bacon. 
 
In a world captivated by progress we are renegotiating many rules, the challenge is 
that not everything about the old is wrong and not everything about the new is 
right. Jesus was able to navigate this tension perfectly, holding on to the essence 
of the old while embracing the benefits of the new, and we are called to copy him 
as we learn to put into practise His way of life. 
 
In Mark 2, Jesus is repeatedly questioned on what is allowed by the religious 
leaders of His day, because He confronted their interpretation of the law and 
therefore the rules they had put in place. He had come not only to confront, 
reinvent and fulfil the law, but He came to put into practise a new way of life. One 
of the metaphors Jesus uses for this is that there needs to be a new wineskin to 
hold the life that He was bringing. 
 
As we step into a new building, the way we function as a church will change. Our 
meetings may look different, lights and sound, setup, locking up and coffee may all 
change. The question is what is wineskin and what is the wine? How do we hold 
onto the essence of the old, while embracing the benefits of the new? 
 
Jesus came to institute a new wineskin which was flexible enough to operate in the 
1st century and still be true 2000 years later in a tent, in a building, in our homes 
and in all of our lives. The life of that new wine is still flowing into our new building, 
into our homes and into our lives as we begin to imagine how God is going to work 
in and through our lives and our church. 
 
And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the wine will burst the 
skins—and the wine is destroyed, and so are the skins. But new wine is for fresh 
wineskins.” 

- Mark 2:22 



Episode 31 
 
 
“Another time Jesus went into the synagogue, and a man with a shriveled hand was 
there. Some of them were looking for a reason to accuse Jesus, so they watched him 
closely to see if he would heal him on the Sabbath.” 

- Mark 3.1-2 
 
Any chance of catching Jesus healing on the Sabbath was a big deal, a scandalous no-
no. The law is clear, no one is to work on the Sabbath. Besides, the Old Testament 
contains no incidents of healing on the Sabbath, and the sages who set about 
codifying Jewish law classified healing as “work” — it involves the mixing of medicines, 
traveling to the patient, carrying equipment, and other tasks generally forbidden on 
the Sabbath day. But what if all it entails is a word? And what if it happened to 
someone at the synagogue, where you were permitted to go? 
 
Rabbis have wrestled with this problem for centuries, a debate many were willing to 
die for. When one thousand strictly observant Jews, including women and children, 
were attacked by the Macedonians on the Sabbath, the Jews refused to fight in 
accordance with Sabbath law, and, not surprisingly, all of them were killed. So when it 
came to the life of an individual, there should be no surprise that according to early 
oral law, it was even unlawful to extinguish a light in order to help an invalid sleep.  
 
In this account, when Jesus healed on the Sabbath, Mark writes that the Pharisees 
immediately went out and began to plot with the Herodians on how they might kill 
Jesus. 
 
But pause here for a second and consider the fact that this all transpired because 
Jesus was known as a healer. Jesus was known as a healer! When people spoke about 
Jesus, they told of the dead being raised, the blind receiving their sight, lepers being 
cleansed, returning to their families and the life they once knew, paralyzed men 
running down the streets, a shriveled hand now healed and holding his newborn child. 
And here he was, Jesus the healer right in front of them.The One who had everything 
they need, and the power and compassion to bring healing and hope and wholeness, 
and yet those most desperately in need of healing stood afar off, to make sure no lines 
were crossed. Jesus is also known as Saviour, but those of us most desperately in need 
of saving also stand afar off, making sure no lines were crossed. Do my quiet-times 
measure up? Did I pay my tithe? Is my browser history holy enough? How many days 
has it been since I blew it? And so, centuries later, just as on that day in the synagogue, 
we draw away and watch, rather than taking whatever is shriveled and broken or 
desperate and dying into his presence to be healed and restored.  
 
Jesus healed on the Sabbath and they crucified him. Somehow we still despise the 
unconditional love Jesus has for us, even today. 



Episode 32 
 
 
“The seed on the rocky soil represents those who hear the message and 
immediately receive it with joy. But since they don't have deep roots, they don't 
last long. They fall away as soon as they have problems or are persecuted for 
believing God's word.”  

- Mark 4.16-19 
 
Edwin Freeman wrote a book called ‘Failure of Nerve’ in which he deals with the 
many struggles of leading through difficult times. One of the key difficulties that he 
points out is that we are so often running on empty amid tough times which makes 
us both more susceptible to criticism, as well as being more likely to criticize. Mix 
our emotional emptiness into the season we are all going through and as soon as 
someone criticizes or complains, we tend to cower, losing faith in what we had felt 
so certain about just moments before. 
 
We see this in scripture too. Elijah is calling down fire from heaven, making fun of 
the prophets of Baal as he shows the glory and majesty of the God he serves. 
Then, just hearing a rumour that Jezebel wants him to die and he disappears 
terrified into the wilderness. Rather than standing firm on what God has called him 
to, he abandons ship, depressed, even possibly suicidal, because one person 
disagreed with him. 
 
Leading on empty is like that. Something goes so well, and then one person 
criticizes you and it all comes crashing down. You drive home depressed and 
deflated wondering why you are even doing this, wanting to quit. But the result of 
this failure of nerve, Freeman points out, is that you no longer lead with conviction. 
Instead, your default becomes simply trying to please people in order to minimize 
criticism. And that’s a dangerous place to be.  
 
It's in this place that Jesus calls us to sink our roots deeper into his word, to take a 
hold of that which he has spoken over our lives, our businesses, our marriage, our 
children, our everyday lives, and everything in between. Returning and rooting 
ourselves to that which cannot be shaken is what keeps us standing firm when all 
else turns to sinking sand. If failure of nerve comes as a result of us not leading 
with conviction anymore, it is because we are no longer certain of who we are in 
Christ, no longer grounded in his love and purpose, and with shallow roots, the 
smallest storm knocks us down along with everyone else. 



Episode 33 
 
 
Stepping into your favourite bakery, the warm, rich smell of 12 fresh rolls fills 
the air, ready to satisfy those 12 O’Clock hunger pains screaming at you 
from the depth of your gut. Butter melting as you cover the warm, soft, 
gluten-filled goodness, ready to completely satisfy that inner yearning.  
 
There is nothing quite like bread to satisfy that craving, we’ll see tomorrow 
how Jesus satisfies the craving for the 5,000 with 12 baskets left over, but 
today I want us to consider the number 12.  
 
According to Dr Caroline Leaf, “It has been found that just 12 minutes a day 
of focused prayer for 8 weeks, can change the brain to such an extent it can 
be measured on a brain scan.” 
 
In the Bible though, 12 points to a picture of completeness. 12 brothers, 12 
tribes, 12 apostles are all used as a representation of the complete people of 
God. 
 
In Mark 5:21-43 we have two connected stories, one of 12 short years of a 
joy-filled life vs 12 long years of torturous suffering. A little daughter passing 
away at 12 years old seems like a life cut short, but for the woman suffering 
with a debilitating disease, those same 12 years would have seemed like a 
lifetime of excruciating pain. 
 
Jesus walks through the crowds and is actually laughed at as He brings the 
power of the Kingdom into these two radically different points of pain. A 
woman’s pain from deep within her and a father’s desperation for his little 
daughter to live. It takes just a touch of his robe or a gentle word to 
completely satisfy those inner yearnings, those yearnings too deep for 
words. 
 
I don’t know what your last 12 years, 12 months, 12 hours or 12 minutes have 
looked like, but I do know the One they call the bread of life, that is capable 
of satisfying those longings completely.  
 
Maybe take the next 12 minutes and let Jesus speak gently into those 
yearnings too deep for words. 



Episode 34 
 
 
“If any place will not welcome you or listen to you, leave that place and shake the 
dust off your feet as a testimony against them.” 

- Mark 6.11 
 
In this chapter, we find Jesus sending out his disciples with some interesting 
parameters for their time of ministry. Matthew includes Jesus’ instructions that if 
they find a house of peace, they should bless it with their peace, and here Mark 
ends with Jesus’ statement that if there is no peace, no welcome, no openness to 
their message, they should simply move on.  
 
I read once of a church applying these parameters in their city with remarkable 
results. Simply put, they would be on the lookout for what they called a ‘Person of 
Peace’. For example, at the gym you may find someone who naturally starts a 
conversation with you, or introduces themselves and recognises you at a later 
stage; at your favourite coffee shop one of the waiters may just take that little 
extra time in conversation or swing past and say hello; when you are dealing with a 
client you may notice something about one of their staff or find a common interest 
or hobby they enjoy - this is what they mean by looking for a ‘Person of Peace’. 
The idea is that they try to become aware of what God is doing in the lives of 
those around them and describe it as an ease or openness, an effortless 
connection or surprising friendship. Then, time and time again, by following these 
bread crumbs of peace they would stumble into the privilege of playing a part in 
what God is doing to reach that person with the gospel.  
 
What struck me about their stories was that they often found that as this ‘Person 
of Peace’ slowly responded to the gospel over time, the change in their lives would 
play a huge role in opening up an entire department, or PTA, family, cycling club, 
even a suburb, to a wave of salvations, changed lives, restored marriages, 
friendships, and futures  - all because they followed the Holy Spirit’s footsteps into 
the life of this ‘Person of Peace’. 
 
Essentially, at the heart of this idea is the invitation to join God in what He is 
already doing. To wait, watch, and listen in order to find where the Holy Spirit is at 
work, who He is drawing to Himself, and then, through prayer, friendship, 
intentional awareness, and obedience, we simply put one foot in front of the other 
and let God use us to draw them to Himself. 
 
On a personal note, I have found as an introvert that this is an incredibly freeing 
and empowering approach to being salt and light in our city, and I have also seen 
amazing fruit through this very simple application of what Jesus told his disciples 
to do. 



Episode 35 
 
 
"What comes out of a person is what defiles them. For it is from within, out of a 
person's heart, that evil thoughts come--sexual immorality, theft, murder, adultery, 
greed, malice, deceit, lewdness, envy, slander, arrogance, and folly. “ 

- Mark 7.20-22 
 
The context of these verses is a comment Jesus makes on how the Pharisees and the 
teachers of the law honour God with their lips, but their hearts were far from Him. 
Jesus is effectively urging them to be at least as self-aware of what comes out of them 
as they are about what they eat. 
 
So too for us, today.  
 
In an age that is consumed by what we eat, where it’s sourced, whether it’s gluten-free, 
banting approved, recycled, grown in caves, or harvested by helicopter - if we gave 
just a smidgen of the same attention to what overflows from our heart, we would 
recognize our desperate need for the power of the gospel in our lives. 
 
Sexual immorality is the greek word porneia. It’s defiling, denigrating, and destructive. 
Yet the urge to click seems so innocent. Theft includes how we creatively dodge our 
taxes, take that extension cord from the office, swap out our old chair for a better one 
from another department, and so much more. Murder? Hopefully not murder! 
However, it doesn’t seem like Jesus is multiplying the gravity of each example when he 
moves from porneia to murder, but rather that pointing out that it comes from the 
same unchecked and unguarded heart. The word for adultery is only used twice in the 
New Testament. Once here, when Jesus is addressing the hearts of the Pharisees, and 
the other is when the Pharisees drag a woman caught in adultery to be sentenced for 
her sin. We see it and condemn it in others, but are almost blind to it in ourselves.  
 
And so the list goes on. Greed, which is rooted in materialism, the insatiable desire to 
have more, even if it’s just the latest model. Wickedness seems to link all of these 
together as one. Sensuality refers both to an unbridled lust as well as an unconcerned 
shamelessness in this regard. And yet these are the very issues the world celebrates as 
a sign of the freedom we have created in order to truly live happy and fulfilled lives. 
Oh, and let’s not forget envy, pride, slander, and foolishness, which all leave us 
weighed down and weary. 
 
Yes, it’s a Sunday morning, and yes, there’s nothing sunny about these verses. But 
that’s exactly the point. Jesus came to free us from this poison, to deliver us from its 
depravity, and to restore and redeem every part of our lives that sin has destroyed. 
But, like the 12 steps at AA, first, we must recognize that we are powerless to 
overcome these in our own strength, and only then are we in a position to open 
ourselves to the power of God to truly set us free. 



Episode 36 
 
 
Jesus asked the disciples, “Do you still not understand?” 

- Mark 8.21 
 
In Michael Lindsay’s book ‘Faith in the Halls of Power’ he describes his findings after 
interviewing hundreds of Christians who achieved prominent positions in their various 
fields—business, politics, academics, media, and entertainment. To his surprise and 
dismay, Lindsay found that these Christian executives were just as consumed by 
material success and an affluent lifestyle as the non-Christians they worked with, and 
almost none of his interviewees raised the issue of exorbitant CEO pay. Less than half 
of the business executives reported that their faith influences how they invest their 
money, while one CEO of a giant company admitted he never prayed over business 
deals. Jesus turned to his disciples and said to them, “Do you still not understand?” 
 
Several executives, when asked how their faith affected their work, pointed to plaques 
in their offices that signaled their Christian beliefs, while some reported they 
deliberately wore crosses. Jesus turned to his disciples and said to them, “Do you still 
not understand?” 
 
Concerning those in influential positions in Hollywood, Lindsay found very little to 
differentiate between those who knew Jesus and those who did not. More than 60 
percent of Lindsay’s interviewees were not involved in a local church, let alone a circle 
of men and women who would help them wrestle with the temptations of power, 
privilege, and wealth.  
 
Jesus turned to his disciples and said to them, “Do you still not understand?”  
 
Almost as if on cue - Christina Aguilera sings ‘It was a holy night, when Jesus Christ 
was born’ through the lounge speakers, and I sit here stirred by a calling to be more 
than just a singer singing words on a page for profit, but rather to be one whose life is 
completely transformed by this Jesus she sings of. The disciples, having seen so much, 
walking daily with Jesus, seemed just as out of touch as Lindsay’s interviewees. Am I 
any different? Do I not understand?  
 
A great multitude from every nation, tribe, people and language, stood before the 
throne and before the Lamb declaring: "Salvation belongs to our God, who sits on the 
throne, and to the Lamb." All the angels, the elders, and the four living creatures fell 
down on their faces before the throne and worshiped God, saying: "Praise and glory 
and wisdom and thanks and honor and power and strength be to our God forever and 
ever. Amen!"  
 
Do I not understand? This is the day to live for. This day, not today. And this day is 
coming soon. 



Episode 37 
 
Jesus said to them, "Truly I tell you, some who are standing here will not taste death 
before they see that the kingdom of God has come with power.” 

- Mark 9.1 
 
Our modern view of the kingdom of God is often viewed as somewhere we are going, 
while the primary message of Jesus was that the kingdom of God was something that 
is coming. Dallas Willard is quoted as saying that the Christian life is 
not about getting into heaven when we die, it's about getting into heaven before we 
die!  
 
But what did Jesus mean when he spoke about the kingdom? 
 
When Isaiah speaks prophetically of the Messiah, he points to seven themes that will 
be at work in and through the coming Messiah and the kingdom that he is bringing, 
seven themes Jesus came to break open over our lives.  
 
The first is deliverance. This encompasses every area of our lives from salvation, to 
freedom from addiction, brokenness, a poisoned past, and everything in between. The 
first sign of the kingdom is a supernatural power to deliver! There is power in the name 
of Jesus, and when you pray for deliverance you are seeking first the kingdom of God.  
 
The second is joy. There has never been a time in recent memory that we have needed 
defiant joy more than we do today! We are not the same people we used to be in 
March of 2020, because we have been shaped by ‘trials of many kinds.’ However, no 
matter how dark or uncertain this season may prove to be, joy remains both a sign and 
a promise of the kingdom of God coming in our lives. So when we pray for joy, all of 
heaven leans in with full expectation for the kingdom of God to come in our lives with 
unbridled joy in every circumstance and situation. 
 
The third is peace. I would encourage you to pray for peace - a power from heaven to 
resolve conflict against all odds, a resolution to your constant wrestle with worry, fear, 
anxiety, and stress. It’s not only a peace that surpasses all human understanding, but it 
is a sign of the kingdom of God in your midst. If you don’t have peace in your life, I 
would encourage you to take Mark 9.1 and pray ‘God, I see a vacuum of peace in my 
life, and I call on you now for your kingdom to come with power into my heart and 
mind.’  
 
The fourth kingdom theme is justice. This means that seeking first the kingdom of God 
is not just about showing compassion to people, but it's about confronting the 
injustices in our world. Some of the most overt issues of injustice in our world have 
surfaced in recent months, and we have the privilege of crying out to the King of 
Heaven for his kingdom to come and justice to break through into each and every 
area. 
 
Jesus taught his disciples to pray for the kingdom of God to come, he came preaching 
that the kingdom of God is near, and in Mark 9.1 we are reminded that this kingdom 
comes with power. 
 
To be continued… 



Episode 38 
 
Jesus said, “I tell you the truth, anyone who doesn’t receive the Kingdom of God like a child 
will never enter it.” 

- Mark 10.15 
 
Yesterday we looked at the themes encompassed by what Jesus refers to as the ‘Kingdom 
of God’. The first four of seven - described by Isaiah regarding what the Messiah would 
break open over his people - were deliverance, joy, peace, and justice. In Mark chapter 10, 
we see Jesus bringing many of these to bear on the people he ministers to, and the issues 
he confronts.  
 
Today, we look at the remaining three. 
 
The fifth kingdom theme is God’s presence. When last were you ambushed by the 
presence of God? That tangible, breath-taking moment when heaven touches earth! I want 
to encourage you to make the presence of God a priority in your life. Seek God in prayer. 
Seek God in scripture. Become a habitual worshiper who is cultivating the presence of God 
in your life. If you have not experienced God’s presence in a long time, maybe today will be 
the day that God will make his presence known in your life. Jesus was so invested in 
making his presence available to you that he bought an all-access pass with his life, 
because the presence of God changes everything. 
 
The sixth sign is belonging. Over the past few weeks, so many people have said they have 
such a sense of home when they walk into our new building. It is our desire, and God’s 
desire for his people to have a place they truly call home. If you don't have that, let me be 
the first to invite you to take another step, to get more connected to our church and join a 
lifegroup and get plugged in. If you are staying away because of health, then we encourage 
you to look after yourself and keep your family safe. But if you are staying away because of 
habit, you are missing out on the power of having a spiritual family that gathers around to 
love on and look out for you. And we would love to be your spiritual family. 
 
The last one is healing. We live in a cynical world. A world of doubt and unbelief. Although I 
don't always know why some people get healed and other people don’t, I do know that we 
are called to be a church that will ‘ask and seek and knock’ for people to be healed. We will 
ask God unashamedly to heal marriages, to heal relationships, for emotional healing, as well 
as healing from sickness and disease. Sometimes we are healed instantly, sometimes 
healing is given at the hands of doctors, and often healing flows through the hands of our 
community. 
 
What does it mean that the Kingdom of God has come with power? It's these seven things. 
What does it mean to pray ‘your kingdom come, your will be done?’ It's these seven things. 
 
Where there is an absence of one of these aspects of the Kingdom of God in your life, I 
want to encourage you to pray and ask God for his kingdom to come. I’m praying for your 
deliverance. I’m praying for joy in your life. I’m praying for peace where there is anxiety. I’m 
praying for justice where there is brokenness and pain. I’m praying for God's presence to 
ambush your life, right where you stand. I’m praying for belonging, that God would graft 
the lonely into family. I’m praying for healing where there is sickness, disease, and pain. I am 
praying that the kingdom of God would come with power. 



Episode 39 
 
 
“My house will be called a house of prayer.”   

- Mark 11.17 
 
In Pete Greig’s book ‘How to Pray’ he tells the story of when his wife, Sammy, was 
in hospital awaiting brain surgery - long before they knew for sure that she was 
going to survive, his friend, Dan, kindly came to pray with him. 
 
"Lord, if this is your time to take Sammy home," Dan ventured at last, "would you 
please give Pete strength to bear the unbearable?"  
 
"No deal," Pete said, interrupting without apology. "No way, God. Over my dead 
body!" He was out of his chair, pacing the room. "If you’re planning to take my wife 
from me, if you’re planning to take a mom from her two little boys, well, you’re 
going to have to fight me for her." 
 
Dan looked nervous but Pete didn’t care. 
 
"I resign. I quit. I just don’t care what your will is. Let me tell you what my will is: I 
want my wife to live. I want our boys to know their mom. And if her name is up 
there on some celestial wall-planner, if she’s destined to die of this thing, then what 
I want, what I need, is for you to sort it out." He was almost howling in pain while 
poor Dan just sat there, probably wondering whether it was OK to say ‘Amen’ to 
this kind of irreverence. 
 
It was one of the most honest prayers he’d ever prayed. For a while, he was 
embarrassed about his behaviour, ashamed that he couldn’t trust God when it 
mattered. But then, one day, Jesus showed him very gently that, in fact, He had 
cherished Pete’s willingness to fight for Sammy’s life because He loves her, too. 
That He wouldn’t have expected anything less from Pete, as He had begged the 
Father "take this cup from me", before He gave his life on the cross. 
 
God is not scared of or intimidated by our honesty. Prayer is the safest place for us 
to be real, vulnerable, and truly transparent, because God’s greatest work in us, 
happens in the moments that we truly lay our hearts bare before him. 



Episode 40 
 
 
“ ‘The stone that the builders rejected has become the cornerstone;  
this was the Lord’s doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes’?” 

- Mark 12:10-11 
 
When reading through scripture I find it so easy to criticise everyone that didn’t 
wholeheartedly receive Jesus, whether it’s the priests, pharisees or sadducees. It 
doesn’t matter who it is, I think how could you reject Him, but then I look and see 
them asking questions of Jesus. 
 
They were amazed at Him, afraid of Him and largely confused by Him. They 
couldn’t grasp what He was doing because His agenda seemed so different to their 
own, therefore they asked questions. Question after question trying to trap Jesus, 
undermine Him and maybe to understand Him. 
 
This is where my criticism starts to challenge myself, because I have questions, and 
if we’re honest we all have questions in life. 
How long, O Lord?  
Why does it have to be so hard? 
When will that family member understand? 
Surely God it could have been different? Surely you could have fixed this?  
In times of change, challenge or crisis, we are bound to have questions, but these 
questions make me think that maybe our agenda isn’t as aligned with His as what 
we like to think it is. 
Throughout Mark chapter 12 we have questions being presented to Jesus which He 
answers very skillfully. The intent of the questions was either to challenge Jesus’ 
authority, to try and trap Him or understand Him, but ultimately we see scripture 
fulfilled as He is described as “The stone that the builders rejected.”  
We would love to have answers to all of our questions, but the reality is that we 
don't live on our understanding, we live on the promises of God, promises that are 
backed up by the character and the nature of God. 
 
I’d encourage you to read through Psalm 118 as we learn to take our questions to 
Jesus, not just for answers, but as we learn to live in the ambiguity of life and 
celebrate that this is the day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it 
and let us give thanks to the Lord, for he is good; for His steadfast love endures 
forever! 



Episode 41 
 
 
If he comes suddenly, do not let him find you sleeping. What I say to you, I say to 
everyone: ‘Watch!’   

- Mark 13:36-37 
 
I loved going to the airport as a kid. The planes, the emotion, the excitement, I’m 
not sure what it was exactly, but there was something magical about it. As I’ve 
grown up I can understand a bit more. The marvels of man’s engineering combined 
with the highly charged emotional goodbyes, but the best were the arrivals. 
Waiting expectantly for a visiting friend, grandparents flying in from the UK or my 
father’s return after 6 months working abroad, his return was glorious. 
 
A glorious return was also captured when we saw thousands of people flood the 
airport in anticipation of the return of the World Champions, the Springboks. The 
excitement and jubilation that was caused was purely for them being the rugby 
world champions, how much more can we eagerly expect the ultimate glorious 
return of Christ? 
 
In Mark 13 Jesus prepares His disciples to be ready for the challenges that lay 
ahead of them before this final return. 
 
This chapter can seem quite intimidating and even make you fearful. However, as 
you read through this, you can see that Jesus doesn’t dwell on those things, He 
highlights the most important of these events, His return. It is significant because 
His return is the fulfilment of scripture and of His promise to us. It is a promise of 
restoration to the kind of relationship that we long to have with Him, where 
nothing separates us from His presence, where we can be with Him forever.  
 
Yes, He warns us of the challenging times ahead, but the challenging times are not 
the point, they are merely a sign, a signal for us, a reminder even, of the One who 
conquers all, returning to take us home, to the place He has prepared for us. 
 
The same Jesus that said, “Watch, be on guard, be alert!”, is the same Jesus that 
says in John 14, “I go to prepare a place for you, and if I go I will come again so that 
we can be together!”  
 
So while we navigate the challenges of life, remember that there is a glorious day 
that we can prepare for and live for, as the expectation of restoration grows. 



Episode 42 
 
 
As a fight or flight response to a stressful situation reveals our natural instincts, 
similarly our response to Jesus illustrates our understanding of who He is and how 
much we trust His plan for our lives and the world.  
 
Throughout Mark 14 we see various responses to Jesus, from plotting against Him, 
betrayal, anointing, abandoning to denial. When faced with disappointment, delay 
or disaster, our response exposes our understanding. Fortunately we are not alone, 
even the disciples’ first response exposed their lack of understanding when Jesus’ 
plan seemed to be different to theirs. 
 
There is a lot of speculation as to what Judas’ motives were when betraying Jesus, 
but what is clear is that he did not have faith in Jesus’ plan. Even Peter showed 
repeatedly that He didn’t trust Jesus’ plan. His first response to Jesus’ plan of 
death and resurrection was to say surely not, and when confronted in the garden, 
Peter’s natural response was to fight. Honestly, this is where I can relate.  
 
I probably relate more to the disciples’ response of fight or flight, or to the fact 
that the anointing was such a waste of money. This is evident when there are 
delays or disappointments in my life; I know my first response is not prayer, to say 
not my will but yours be done Lord, but rather disappointment with a strong desire 
to fight for what I think is right.  
 
The response that stands out above them all though is Mary, showing herself to be 
a star student of Jesus. He had told his disciples on at least 3 separate occasions 
that He was going to be handed over, killed and resurrected after 3 days, but 
clearly the message hadn’t gotten through to them. Mary, on the other hand, is 
portrayed as someone sitting at Jesus’ feet, listening and learning and clearly 
something had sunk in.  
 
Whether she knew what she was doing, or was inspired by the Spirit to anoint 
Jesus with Nard, which is an expensive oil, used especially for anointing the dead, 
what was done was to prepare Jesus for His burial. Her action of anointing Jesus is 
the only response of faith from any of the disciples to accept and trust God’s plan 
of salvation even before Jesus’ arrest. 
 
Today, as we are faced with the delays and disappointments of life, let us learn 
from Mary, who sat at Jesus’ feet and learned to have a faith response. As 
challenging as it might be, let our prayer be “My Father! If it is possible, let this be 
taken away from me, but I want your will to be done in my life, not mine.” 

Michelle Shipley




Episode 43 
 
 
“A certain man from Cyrene, Simon, the father of Alexander and Rufus, was 
passing by on his way in from the country, and they forced him to carry the 
cross.” 

- Mark 15:21 
 
Simon, an African man travelling from Cyrene - modern day Libya - was 
compelled to play an integral part in the final moments of Jesus’ mission to 
save the world. We don’t know why he was there, whether he was coming 
or going or whether he had heard about Jesus or not. All we know is that he 
was pressed into serving our King in His final moments before His 
crucifixion. 
 
Mark has written the shortest of the four gospels as an action packed, 
accurate account of Jesus’ ministry for a Roman audience. Yet he takes the 
time to record the fact that a completely unknown man from Libya was 
included, with special mention of his sons, Alexander and Rufus.  
 
The way that Mark drops in the names of Alexander and Rufus, he clearly 
expects his readers to know who he is talking about, and this is probably 
the same Rufus greeted by Paul in Romans 16:13. Referring to him as, 
chosen in the Lord, and that his mother had been a mother to him, too. 
 
Imagine Simon’s day that day. You have travelled 1,800kms, which google 
maps says is about 360 hours of walking, further than walking from Pretoria 
to Cape Town. On the back of this back breaking journey, you are now 
forced by Roman soldiers to carry some convicted criminal’s cross because 
He was too weak to do it Himself. As he picked up the cross, he had no idea 
that this cross would change the course of history. 
 
In the words of Warren Wiersbe - “Simon had come to Jerusalem to 
celebrate the Passover, and he ended up meeting the Passover Lamb!” 
 
In this simple action, Simon gave us a vivid example of picking up your 
cross and following Jesus. He had no idea that his actions would change his 
family’s future forever. In the small, everyday actions we perform, you never 
know when you may be partnering with Jesus to change the course of 
history. 



Episode 44 
 
 
“Don’t be alarmed,” he said. “You are looking for Jesus the Nazarene, who was 
crucified. He has risen! He is not here. See the place where they laid him. But go, 
tell his disciples and Peter, ‘He is going ahead of you into Galilee. There you will see 
him, just as he told you.’ ” 

- Mark 16:6-7 
 
When faced with a major challenge or disappointment, it doesn’t matter how 
prepared you are, it is still tough when it arrives. Whether you have come through 
a massive building project or are in the midst of a global pandemic, knowing that it 
was coming doesn’t remove the pain and confusion.  
 
With our country trying to keep our businesses, families and lives afloat as we 
navigate the third wave of COVID, the effects seem to be coming closer and closer 
to home. Bringing the painful reality of the loss of many loved ones into sharp 
focus. 
 
In Mark 16 we see the disciples are facing their own disappointment. Despite Jesus’ 
attempts at preparing them for His crucifixion, there was no way it wasn’t going to 
be confusing and therefore also very challenging. They had lost the One they had 
come to love.  
 
What is remarkable is the ladies’ response here in Mark 16. In the midst of their 
confusion Mary, Mary and Salome do what they can to serve the One they loved, 
by taking spices to anoint His body. This is where they are rewarded for their 
faithfulness, not by finding His body but by being commissioned with the good 
news of His resurrection.  
 
Despite this new information, they are still trembling and bewildered until they see 
the resurrected Jesus. Confirming again the fact that we don’t live on our own 
understanding, but we live on the promises of God backed up by His faithfulness. 
As Jesus fulfilled the promises of His death and resurrection, we can trust our risen 
King to be faithful to the promises over our lives. 
 
As we continue to trust God to navigate these uncertain times, remember how 
these ladies were rewarded for their simple act of kindness. Trusting that as the 
disciples were transformed by their encounter with the resurrected Jesus, He 
would transform us from ordinary men and women, faithfully serving our King, into 
bold witnesses that radically change the world around them. 


